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i have already tried the iatkos without multi-boot option. i installed directly from usb stick. at reboot it is showing only disk mac os x 10.5.7 (like without a title). the problem is, i am not able to install the iatkos as there is a logon screen comes instead of the iatkos welcome screen. ok, i'm going to tell you my
experience, and that is with a macbook pro 5,1 (again with no usb ports, only dvd, or while connected to usb). i had the live usb boot and it instantly took me to the iatkos welcome screen. so i did a fresh install of 10. using an ide drive in mac os x leopard 10.5.7. after installing chameleon 2.0, double-clicked
on the chameleon installer and followed the instructions. installed all components except the kernel extensions. rebooted. installed the kernel extensions. rebooted again. i get an "attempt to access beyond eof" error after the parted magic installation and when i try to boot on macos x 10.7, i get a panic. i

have gotten past the panic after pressing ctrl-c. i am using the boot.plist file that you created on another thread. an example of what i put in the plist file is below. /extra/boot/kextcache -a x86_64 -k /volumes/snow/mach_kernel -m /volumes/snow/system/library/extensions.mkext
/volumes/snow/system/library/extensions /extra/boot/kextcache -a x86_64 -k /volumes/snow/mach_kernel -m /volumes/snow/system/library/extensions.mkext /volumes/ command i am at the /volumes/snow/system/library/extensions part of the tutorial and am given the "attempt to access beyond eof" error. hi
i am currently a chameleon 2.0b1a on leopard 10.5.7. i am now trying to install iatkos on my virtualbox 3.2.12 r68302. i am having a little trouble. i have the latest macos x sierra 10.12.6 and i have the virtualbox and chameleon 2.0b1a. i know i have to make a partition and then install it but i am not sure how
to do that. the instruction that i am following are the ones in the thread http://www.virtualbox.org/ticket/6949 . i wish to report a new bug because i am still having an issue but to be honest, i have not been able to fix the problem. i am using the macos x version of virtualbox and i am using the mac os version

10.8. i have tried both with and without a windows xp sp3 installation. my machine is a core 2 duo 2.66ghz with 4gb of memory. i am using gma 950 graphics chipset.
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installed leopard on virtualbox 3.1.6 with osx86 distro and overclock to 3.66ghz. gives me the
classic booting error. the install seems to get stuck with a beige screen. tried switching off acpi

smc and using the dd3 fix. still get the error. any suggestions? i'm right here, bro. most people who
have any degree of experience with vbox, linux, or mac os x would know this. it seems you've just
been unnecessarily ranting at the assistance that doesn't exist. the amount of time i've spent on

this issue over the past week or so is unbelievable. even this day, i'm still going through the same
process. if you've tried an install, and it works, then great, enjoy your system. good luck. the

installation seems to be freezing. it acts like it's updating the package indexes. when i close it out,
the next time i attempt to open it, it does this again. there seems to be no reason for the index
refresh to be taking so long. it is already seeding the torrent. this problem started right after i

installed the the latest update to vbox 3.2.0 btw. i am using the mavrothal core2due cpu. i have a
mbp 17" mid 2010, virtualbox 3.2.0, 10.5.7, snow leopard. i tried the option of installing from the
dvd, and booting up from a usb stick. the dvd hangs, and i have to hit the reset button to stop the

dvd, and the usb stick will not boot either. it looks as if it is trying to do a network update, and
hangs on a drive mount. i got my box to boot at least once but now i'm stuck on a black screen

with no write cursor for about 30 minutes. it's difficult without being able to get to the machine to
get screenshots or screen shots, so i'm going to try something else, not sure what yet. maybe if i
could get it to boot at least once i could capture some screen shots and then when i get home i'll

do some more research. 5ec8ef588b
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